Blockchain Eco-system, European Public Funds and Citizens-Centric Finance

EU Recovery and Resilience Plan & Green Deal: A Winning Organizing System in the Digital Age

WEBINAR. Wednesday January 27th
16:00 - 18:00 (CET).

After the greening of the EU Treaty the adoption of the Charter of Fundamental Rights, and the European social principles now is the time to take a major step towards a new development model: an inclusive and sustainable finance scheme that seeks out community participation supported by an eco-system of blockchains for a winning organizing system and modern democracy in the digital age.

To implement decisions related to Next Generation EU (the European Recovery Plan) and the Green Deal, the EU and European Member States will need a new form of leadership and empowerment. And as Commission Vice President for Economics Valdis Dombrovskis requested, each national recovery plan should have “the right level of ambition” and “an effective system to prevent, detect and correct conflicts of interests, corruption and fraud”. This is what blockchain should secure.

Join a webinar debating proposals related to Next Generation EU national plans of action ‘digital transition’ and the European Green deal in view of an open method of coordination towards systemic change to build resilience and regeneration supported by new tools such as blockchain, a leverage for new dynamics of collaboration, accountability, trust and foresight.
Facilitation: Mr. Stuart Hutton, EPE

Report introduction: Mr. Harald Rauter, Climate-Kick

Blockchain, A Digital Solution for Modern Democracy.

*With the participation of:*
  - Good Lobby, Mr. Jesse Colzani
  - European Climate Pact, Mr. Raymond Van Ermen “Ambassador” of the Pact
  - UN Citizens-centric finance vision, Mr. Simon Zadek

Debate.

Conclusions:
  - Mr. Pēteris Zilgalvis, J.D., Head of Unit, Digital Innovation and Blockchain, European Commission
  - Call for developing blockchain eco-system & innovation space, Mr. Miroslav Polzer, CCC
  - Ms. Dasa Silovic, EPE President.